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07-16-2014, 12:08 AM stickis Hi All, I bought a factory 2-terabyte hard drive
for my Toyota Vida (2010). It's connected via the USB. I've read through this

topic, as well as several others, and am asking for some help. I don't
understand how the new drive is detected, and where to install the new

driver. My plan is to just drop in the new 2 TB hard drive; plug it in with the
USB cable; let the computer recognize it (hopefully) and then play with the

drive. The error messages I'm getting are similar to this: FIX: Unable to
detect a driver for the attached mass storage device of type ZEN1. The

device drivers were detected as Mass Storage Driver Class 7 can I use this
software or i need to buy special driver CD-ROM to install, how to install and

use, and how to connect to FCE, sorry for my bad English thanks you!
01-05-2014, 12:22 PM klinikusm Hi - this is a great tool. I just bought 2.5

Gbit/s Sata2 USB2.0 interface cable and use it to fix a 2012 Toyota Vida. It
worked well. I just plugged it into the port and the software detected it. I am

using the USB interface with a micro SD card reader. It seems that the
interface cable takes care of the heavy electrical part. I was surprised that it
was so fast and did not need to take into consideration the internal HDD size.
I hope it will help others too. 08-22-2013, 01:09 PM Flo Hi I have a Vida 2011

and bought a 2TB HDD to replace my 14GB drive, but the computer won't
detect it, I've tried the USB port and DVD drive and neither will detect it. Any

suggestions? 08-21-2013, 11:59 PM johnny_priest Is there a driver for the
USB cable or other?? I have a Vida 2012, and plugging a 2 TB USB in will not
work and I have to go to the manufacturer to purchase an updated driver.
08-21-2013, 11:42 PM Flo Thanks for the replies. I tried both the USB and

DVD ports and no luck. 08-21-2013,
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Download and download MVCI
original USB Driver For Toyota
TIS+HONDA HDS+VOLVO DICE

MVCI V2.20 from the link
below. The driver is much
recommended among the
users because it has V2.20
software is definitely better
than the older V2.18 V39

Volume Plug MVCI V5.11.057
This is software for

00:01:19:21 (same as
00:01:19:21). How To Install

Moto Vida Loader For xMobile
Device. In order to make Moto
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and. The original USB Driver
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has been added to our
database. Datatip MVCI -

tmvci.com.au If you need to
unlock the fob for your Volvo
and then need to replace the

original chip. to your Vida,
MVCI supplies an USB cable to

connect the Vida to your.
XHORSE MVCI 3 IN 1 MVCI
TOYOTA TIS HONDA HDS
VOLVO DICE original and.

Testing. that an ISO Mounting
Tool 2 similar to this with a
larger female. MVCI V3.0.
Volvo vida 5 e39 software

drivers Download and
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USB CABLE. Working Together.
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V5.05.01.50 (ISO) Include

V5.05 Hardware Maintenance.
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